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Based on Matthew 1:18-25 

 

Of the four Gospels, only Matthew and Luke include a birth story for Jesus.  In 

Luke (1:26-38), the angel comes to Mary; in Matthew, to Joseph.  Also, only Matthew 

and Luke legitimize Jesus’ human and divine origins by including his genealogy.  If you 

compare the two versions, you see that Matthew (1:1-16) and Luke (3:23-38) start at 

different ends of Jesus’ family line, and in some details they differ.  These differences 

matter, because when we match them up, we get the complete picture. 

Since Matthew is so specific in his storytelling, it makes sense to try to break it 

down a bit, and since this is the story of the birth of Jesus the Messiah, we know right off 

the bat who we’re talking about. 

Matthew tells us that Mary had been engaged to Joseph, but they were not yet 

living together when they got the news that she was pregnant.  In Luke’s version, Mary 

wonders, ‘how could this be?’  In Matthew, we can presume from Joseph’s reaction that 

he was a little surprised; he may even have been a little emotional. 

This is why I believe the Gospels: no one would make up such a story about the 

birth of their god.  Or, if they did, they would build an air-tight case around it. 

Matthew also tells us that Joseph was a son of David, Israel’s most famous king.  

This is crucial to Jesus being the Messiah, because the Messiah was predicted to come 

from David’s line.  That’s why the genealogies are important. 

The events described in this reading fulfill the words spoken by the Lord through 

the prophet Isaiah (7:14) and their fulfillment means they conform to God’s will and 

therefore they are true.  For Matthew’s original audience, all of this was rather shocking. 

In the first century, a man in Joseph’s position was expected to put the woman out 

in a case like this, and that’s what he planned to do.  This would be bad for the woman, as 

she would have nowhere to go.  Not back to her family, and maybe even her friends 

would turn her away.  What Joseph did was positively radical for the times. 
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But Matthew tells us that Joseph was ‘a righteous man,’ and unwilling to disgrace 

Mary publicly.  Everything hinges on what Joseph does next.  When he woke from his 

dream, he ‘did as the angel of the Lord commanded him,’ which was to set aside his fear 

of what society might think and take Mary as his wife, so he did. 

Joseph was also a grace-filled man, and in the Gospels, he never speaks.  His 

actions speak for him, and his role was to provide Jesus with his lineage to David and to 

trust in God that this child was special.  He was even given the responsibility of naming 

the child ‘Jesus.’ 

This is a story grounded in a real-life, everyday occurrence: a young woman 

becomes pregnant in a surprisingly suspicious manner.  But Matthew turns a potential 

scandal into a miracle. 

We often call Jesus’ mother ‘the virgin Mary.’  We talk about ‘a virgin birth.’  

But the word ‘virgin’ as it applies to Jesus’ birth only occurs twice in the Gospels.  Once 

in Luke when Mary asks the angel, ‘How can this be as I am a virgin,’ and here in 

Matthew.  Matthew is actually quoting Isaiah, who used the Hebrew word ‘almah which 

means ‘young woman’.  Matthew translated that into Greek as parthenos, which could 

mean girlfriend or girl but most often, it meant ‘young woman.’  We mention all of this 

only because, for some reason, our English translations often turn ‘young woman’ into 

‘virgin,’ which removes all of Matthew’s discreet subtlety. 

There is nothing here to suggest anything more than a young woman betrothed to 

a man, and betrothal meant ‘mostly married;’ for all intents and purposes, Mary was 

Joseph’s wife.  There is also nothing here that suggests that Joseph was ‘old’ although he 

was probably older than Mary.  The one thing this story tells us is that Joe loved Mary. 

Maybe it’s because we’re a little skittish about anything involving the Holy Spirit 

and sex, but we tend to project our own moral concerns onto the first century.  Statistics 

that might have applied to Jesus had he been born today, and if Joseph had left Mary, are 

these: in the United States in 2016, 35%, or about 24 million, children live in a single-

parent household.  In 2017, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported that 

nearly 40% of births were to unmarried women.1 

Family structure matters, no matter what that family looks like.  The bottom line 

for us is, Jesus was not a single-parent kid, but many are. 
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At this time of year, our thoughts and prayers often go out to children everywhere, 

in every situation. 

Our daughter works for an organization that runs a day-care center, a bunch of 

after-school programs, and a food pantry.  They published a wish list on Amazon which I 

checked out, and I discovered that they have an ongoing urgent need for pull-up diapers.  

So, I sent a package of them through Amazon to her office.  It’s all very efficient.  She 

thought I was sending her a personal gift until she opened it.  She sent me a text: 

‘Diapers?’  And I said they’re on your wish list. 

Just as little kids need diapers every day, so too do they need to eat – one thing 

follows another, which is why they operate a food pantry over there.  And it’s also why 

we support the Hingham food pantry.  Everybody eats, hopefully every day.  And though 

ours is a small contribution, it matters. 

We don’t presume to speak for the mothers and grandmothers, but as far as I am 

concerned, every birth is a miracle and a sign. 

This is how Luke put it when the glory of the Lord shone around the shepherds in 

the area around Bethlehem on that night long ago: 

“The angel said to them, ‘Do not be afraid; for see—I am bringing you good news 

of great joy for all the people: to you is born this day in the city of David a Savior, 

who is the Messiah, the Lord. This will be a sign for you: you will find a child 

wrapped in bands of cloth and lying in a manger’” (Luke 2:10-12). 

In John’s Gospel, a crowd that had been following Jesus caught up with him on 

the other side the lake and said to him, ‘What sign are you going to give us then, so that 

we may see it and believe you? What work are you performing?’ (John 6:30) 

Jesus said to them, ‘I am the bread of life. Whoever comes to me will never be 

hungry.’ (John 6:35). 

A manger is a feeding trough.  It’s no accident that that’s where Mary and Joseph 

laid the newborn Jesus.  The Gospels are full of signs and they all point to Jesus. 

But one time, a righteous man did as the angel of the Lord commanded him, and it 

made all the difference. 

Amen. 

 
1 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/pressroom/sosmap/unmarried/unmarried.htm, accessed 18 December 2019. 
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